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home, mothers gave high rating to cost of living, school affairs, community activ
ities, drug use, crime. Lagging far behind were unemployment, pollution, national
& world affairs. Thus, use of media is ideal for Church's topics.

)

,rOf Related Interest: Methodists plan to buy commercial tv station "to get the
Church's word into prime time," NYTimes reports. 2nd largest Protestant denom
ination (9.6 million members) approved purchase at governing conference last week.
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NEW STUDY:
MAJORITY SAYS IT WANTS GROWTH,
FEELS BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY CAN PROVIDE IT
BUT DISTRUSTS BIGNESS PER SE, WANTS GOV'T INVOLVED

ITEMS OF INTEREST FOR PRACTITIONERS

The public has fooled the pollsters once again: newest research indicates they view
business & technology as cures for recessionary ills. This finding highlights nation
wide scientific survey by Union Carbide, overturns presumption of anti-business public.
Majority (63%) still believes technology will solve economic problems.

I

Significant finding is that 55% think gov't programs should be cut, 86% would favor
reduction in business taxes "if at least half the money saved helped create jobs."
Marshall Lewis, dir of corp comns , to1d.E.E.E. he thinks the public mind is "perfectly
consistent with private sector goals. Overwhelmingly (83%) the public wants growth
and views business as the prime generator ... gov't as one of the prime inhibitors."

(

)
.

,r"A new precedent in corporate citizenship" has been set by Celanese Corporation,
feels pr counsel Richard Weiner (NYC), in presenting $400,000 grant to Audubon
Society. Gift is believed to be the largest any corporation ever made for en
dangered species research. But is an example of enlightened self-interest: "Busi
ness operates within society & environmental research is a critically important
need in our society," according to Weiner. He predicts practitioners will become
increasingly cognizant of this need & counsel clients to take a more active role in
conservation movement. '80 is· Audubon's 75th anniversary. Major 4-yr. program will
fund habitat studies, an international symposium & traveling education unit on 4
species: bald eagle, whooping crane, Atlantic puffin, California condor.

)

Business/public consensus is still some
what tenuous, however. Most significant
is continuing fear of powerful institu
tions: public believes that increased
power of business, gov't or labor hurts
economy (see chart). Altho they favor
cutting back gov't programs, near major
ity think gov't still isn't doing enough
to protect safety, create jobs (see pg.2
chart) .
Tho public rates business favorably when
asked to evaluate list of institutions
aiding economic growth, open-ended ques
tion reveals sweeping pessimism. Busi
ness still comes out on top, with 13%
mention, but finishes only slightly ahead
of government, viewed positively by 10%
of respondents to this question.

'ISecond wave of phony "invoices" for unordered subscriptions has been sent by adver
tising newsletter, several practitioners report. Unethical tactics of The Gallagher
Report drew criticism earlier when newsletter gave several weeks' "free subscriptions"
to a wide list -- but followed with automatic invoice for ensuing year. Latest
batch of unscrupulous bills are for period "from May 1980 through April 1981,"
must be second mailing in illegitimate entrapment scheme.
If your office sent check by mistake, U.S. postal service recommends first notifying
the company. If refund refused, contact nearest postal inspector. The bill is invalid unless publisher can show a valid subscription.
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(Study, "Mass Media in the Family Setting," is $3.25 plus postage from Research Dep't,
Newspaper Advertising Bureau, 485 Lexington Ave., NYC 10017.)

'ISystems approach to organizing speeches I
QUOTE
& speakers' bureaus is outlined in
"The Executive Speechmaker." 44-pg.
"The ultimate communication is from
handbook covers setting, speechmaking
heart to heart. We need te1ecornmun
objectives, choosing platforms (in
ications, but they create reliance and
eludes list of major ones), developing
dependence."
subject matter, exploitation & reprints,
-- Ratu Sir Kamisese Mara,
much more. 3 checklists tell how to
Prime Minister of Fiji,
organize speechmaking programs,
to the Pacific Te1ecom
handle planning & rehearsal, use ef
munications Conference
fective speechmaking techniques. Writ
ten by Burson-Marsteller for the Ca1i
fornia Roundtable. Minor disappointment: public relations is not even mentioned.
Instead, euphemisms "news relations person," "communications staff" are used.
($5 from Foundation for Public Relations Research & Education, 575 Madison Ave.
Suite 1006, NYC 10022.)
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"The college educated, those with high
er incomes, those under 55 are more
likely than others to see a direct
connection between their own standard
of living and the general course of the
economy."

IMPACT OF BIG INSTITUTIONS ON ECONOMY
Power of Corporations Increases

()
'
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ATTITUDES TOWARD GOV'T REGS & SPENDING
Gov't helping
business create
new jobs & products

1.

Consumerism is good for business. Companies need to find ways to take new
initiatives that will turn a criticism into a business opportunity, and
possibly head off legislation.

2.

It is better for a company to speak to an issue and take a position than to
ignore it, deny it and pretend it will go away -- or leave it to somebody
else to worry about.

3.

Government is involved, whether we like it or not. Better to cooperate and
work with them -- then your viewpoint will be represented and incorporated
into regulations.

4.

Companies need to listen to the critics because often the minority view be
comes the majority view due to media pressure and government involvement.

5.

The consumer perspective needs to be incorporated and integrated into busi
ness decisions of all kinds -- as a means of identifying opportunities and
considering consequences before one gets an adverse reaction from the
marketplace.
-- Jerry Hiegel, pres., Oscar Mayer & Co.

)

Use of public relations by religious insti
tutions has received another boost. World
Communications Day will be celebrated Sunday,
May 18 by the Catholic church in pursuit of
3 goals: 1) to urge that "families recognize the crucial importance of the communi
cations media in their lives & use media as vehicle for drawing closer together in
stead of substituting for interpersonal family relations"; 2) promote evangelical
potential of mass media; and 3) persuade families to take action against unwholesome
.or immoral programs or articles.
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CHURCH FINDS MASS MEDIA IDEAL:
PROVOKES DISCUSSION OF SALIENT ISSUE
YET PARENTS GATEKEEP, STUDY SHOWS

Gov't regulating
corps. to protect
pub Ldc ls safety
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Some of the things we have learned about consumerism in the last decade that can
be applied to the next ...

"About equal numbers see current level of productivity facilitating
growth (34%) as see current productivity holding growth back (37%)."

Don't know
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Study by Newspaper Advertising Bureau shows mechanisms exist to carry out at least
first goal. 70% of mothers call items in newspapers to attention of children. Par
ents strongly encourage reading books and magazines. However, 58% of parents set
rules to control the kinds of tv children watch. Incidence of control is higher for
younger children, declines with children's age. Thus, "the family performs a power
ful gatekeeping role .•. in controlling this flow and providing a child with a frame
work for interpretation," the study concludes.

3
Don't Know

Sunset Laws

67%

21%

12%

Economic Impact Statements

59

22

19

Environmental Impact Statements

66

21

13

)

Mass media also provokes family discussion of social issues & problems, study found
the well known agenda-setting role of the media. This has "important implications
for the child's mental and social environment ..• family values and needs, as inter
) preted by parents, act as strong organizing principle" in helping children process
media info -- the two-step flow principle.
But families respond to issues "intimately linked with the welfare or community
standing of the family unit." Asked how often selected topics were discussed at
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home, mothers gave high rating to cost of living, school affairs, community activ
ities, drug use, crime. Lagging far behind were unemployment, pollution, national
& world affairs. Thus, use of media is ideal for Church's topics.

)

'[Of Related Interest: Methodists plan to buy commercial tv station "to get the
Church's word into prime time," NYTimes reports. 2nd largest Protestant denom
ination (9.6 million members) approved purchase at governing conference last week.
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NEW STUDY:
MAJORITY SAYS IT WANTS GROWTH,
FEELB BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY CAN PROVIDE IT
BUT DISTRUSTS BIGNESS PER SE, WANTS GOV'T INVOLVED

ITEMS OF INTEREST FOR PRACTITIONERS

The public has fooled the pollsters once again: newest research indicates they view
business & technology as cures for recessionary ills. This finding highlights nation
wide scientific survey by Union Carbide, overturns presumption of anti-business public.
Majority (63%) still believes technology will solve economic problems.

I

Significant finding is that 55% think gov't programs should be cut, 86% would favor
reduction in business taxes "if at least half the money saved helped create jobs."
Marshall Lewis, dir of corp comns , told.E.!:!:. he thinks the public mind is "perfectly
consistent with private sector goals. Overwhelmingly (83%) the public wants growth
and views business as the prime generator ... gov't as one of the prime inhibitors."

(
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'I"A new precedent in corporate citizenship" has been set by Celanese Corporation,
feels pr counsel Richard Weiner (NYC), in presenting $400,000 grant to Audubon
Society. Gift is believed to be the largest any corporation ever made for en
dangered species research. But is an example of enlightened self-interest: "Busi
ness operates within society & environmental research is a critically important
need in our society," according to Weiner. He predicts practitioners will become
increasingly cognizant of this need & counsel clients to take a more active role in
conservation movement. '80 is· Audubon's 75th anniversary. Major 4-yr. program will
fund habitat studies, an international symposium & traveling education unit on 4
species: bald eagle, whooping crane, Atlantic puffin, California condor.

)

Business/public consensus is still some
what tenuous, however. Most significant
is continuing fear of powerful institu
tions: public believes that increased
power of business, gov't or labor hurts
economy (see chart). Altho they favor
cutting back gov't programs, near major
ity think gov't still isn't doing enough
to protect safety, create jobs (see pg.2
chart) .
Tho public rates business favorably when
asked to evaluate list of institutions
aiding economic growth, open-ended ques
tion reveals sweeping pessimism. Busi
ness still comes out on top, with 13%
mention, but finishes only slightly ahead
of government, viewed positively by 10%
of respondents to this question.

,rSecond wave of phony "invoices" for unordered subscriptions has been sent by adver
tising newsletter, several practitioners report. Unethical tactics of The Gallagher
Report drew criticism earlier when newsletter gave several weeks' "free subscriptions"
to a wide list - but followed with automatic invoice for ensuing year. Latest
batch of unscrupulous bills are for period "from May 1980 through April 1981,"
must be second mailing in illegitimate entrapment scheme.
If your office sent check by mistake, U.S. postal service recommends first notifying
the company. If refund refused, contact nearest postal inspector. The bill is in
valid unless publisher can show a valid subscription.
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(Study, "Mass Media in the Family Setting," is $3.25 plus postage from Research Dep't,
Newspaper Advertising Bureau, 485 Lexington Ave., NYC 10017.)

,rSystems approach to organizing speeches I
QUOTE
& speakers' bureaus is outlined in
"The Executive Speechmaker." 44-pg.
"The ultimate communication is from
handbook covers setting, speechmaking
heart to heart. We need telecommun
objectives, choosing platforms (in
ications, but they create reliance and
cludes list of major ones), developing
dependence."
subject matter, exploitation & reprints,
-- Ratu Sir Kamisese Mara,
much more. 3 checklists tell how to
Prime Minister of Fiji,
organize speechmaking programs,
to the Pacific Telecom
handle planning & rehearsal, use ef
munications Conference
fective speechmaking techniques. Writ
ten by Burson-Marsteller for the Cali
fornia Roundtable. Minor disappointment: public relations is not even mentioned.
Instead, euphemisms "news relations person," "communications staff" are used.
($5 from Foundation for Public Relations Research & Education, 575 Madison Ave.
Suite 1006, NYC 10022.)
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ATTITUDES TOWARD GOV' T REGS & SPENDING

Consumerism is good for business. Companies need to find ways to take new
initiatives that will turn a criticism into a business opportunity, and
possibly head off legislation.

2.

It is better for a company to speak to an issue and take a position than to
ignore it, deny it and pretend it will go away -- or leave it to somebody
else to worry about.

3.

Government is involved, whether we like it or not. Better to cooperate and
work with them -- then your viewpoint will be represented and incorporated
into regulations.

4.

Companies need to listen to the critics because often the minority view be
comes the majority view due to media pressure and government involvement.

5.

The consumer perspective needs to be incorporated and integrated into busi
ness decisions of all kinds -- as a means of identifying opportunities and
considering consequences before one gets an adverse reaction from the
marketplace.
Jerry Hiegel, pres., Oscar Mayer & Co.

Use of public relations by religious insti
tutions has received another boost. World
Communications Day will be celebrated Sunday,
May 18 by the Catholic church in pursuit of
3 goals: 1) to urge that "families recognize the crucial importance of the communi
cations media in their lives & use media as vehicle for drawing closer together in
stead of substituting for interpersonal family relations"; 2) promote evangelical
potential of mass media; and 3) persuade families to take action against unwholesome
or immoral programs or articles.
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Some of the things we have learned about consumerism in the last decade that can
be applied to the next •..

"About equal numbers see current level of productivity facilitating
growth (34%) as see current productivity holding growth back (37%)."

I

)
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Study by Newspaper Advertising Bureau shows mechanisms exist to carry out at least
first goal. 70% of mothers call items in newspapers to attention of children. Par
ents strongly encourage reading books and magazines. However, 58% of parents set
rules to control the kinds of tv children watch. Incidence of control is higher for
younger children, declines with children's age. Thus, "the family performs a power
ful gatekeeping role ... in controlling this flow and providing a child with a frame
work for interpretation," the study concludes.
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Mass media also provokes family discussion of social issues & problems, study found
the well known agenda-setting role of the media. This has "important implications
for the child's mental and social environment ... family values and needs, as inter
preted by parents, act as strong organizing principle" in helping children process
media info -- the two-step flow principle.
But families respond to issues "intimately linked with the welfare or community
standing of the family unit." Asked how often selected topics were discussed at
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How (rising) corporate
profits affect "average
person's" living standard

i

How corporate profits
affect "your own"
personal living standard

Gets better
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39%

Stays the same
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20
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For copy of 79-pg. report, write Union Carbide, 270 Park Ave., NYC 10017.

New Conference Board study shows
only 2% of CEOs are now "apolit
ical." Most are sensitive to
"wider arena involving social
change, fluctuating public opinion, human needs, and political interest of almost
infinite variety."

CEOs CONTINUE TO DISCOVER PUBLIC POLICY PROCESS -
BUT MANY MAKE DECISION WITHOUT STAFF INPUT;
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PR, BUT WILL HAVE TO BE EARNED

)

)

Based on answers to battery of questions, CEOs were classified by level of political
activity. Most CEO activity extends beyond issues which impact bottom line. Only
one-fifth, called "company spokesperson," limit themselves to company-related issues.
Most are either "public communicators" (26%) who speak out on broad social issues;
or "political activists" (40%) who give public support to candidates. Only 6% think
they ought to run for office themselves as "full-time politicians."
Evolution of political CEOs is accelerating. In '79 pr reporter's Annual
Survey of the Profession (prr 1/15/79) reported only 15% of CEOs spent no time in
public speaking. Fewer -- only 12% -
didn't meet with outside groups while
more than half reported spending from
HOW CEOs DEVELOP POSITIONS ON ISSUES
10 to 20 hours a month in such meetings.
According to the Conference Board study,
1. Inductive (Make own decisions,
CEOs say growth of gov't is main reason
then consult staff)
36%
for change. Motives vary: more than
half are "pragmatists," believe in broad
2. Deductive (Ask staff to recom
involvement because almost everything
mend alternative approaches)
34%
gov't does affects the company's bottom
line. Significant is minority of "inte
3. Rely on Associations
15%
grators" who believe "healthy & prosper
ous society" is in business' best
4. "Issues Management" technique
8%
interest.
5. Special dep'ts (corp affrs,.
Alarming for pr is that almost half of
pub affrs, gov't rels, etc.)
8%
CEOs make policy "deductively" & indepen
dently, without seeking input from support
personnel. "Inductive" CEOs, in contrast,
rely on research & varying viewpoints.
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Study finds lone decisionmaker is dubious phenomenon. Most CEOs "have not been trained
in the arts of acquiring influence." They are accustomed to "tasks of management in
hierarchical structures," & not to dealing with dynamic society. CEOs are often poor
communicators: "If any of the business leaders I have seen testifying before Congress
conducted their business with such weak, total impotence, they would not hold their
jobs for one minute," commented one. Another said "There are many examples of high
powered chief executives ...who have tried to speak to the public on tv & in the press
but have been miserable failures."
'

J'

Rise of political CEOs should push public relations to fore although, significantly,
function is not mentioned once in entire report. "The staff required to support the
CEOs' activities is not yet well defined ..• it may well be that staff needs to have a
very close and intimate relationship with the CEO ... further research on this question
is needed," report concludes.

The consumer movement is changing, say consumer
affairs mgrs, and with it their role within the
corporate hierarchy. "In the '70s it was rela
tively rare for consumer affrs mgrs to have in
put into top management decisions," Hal Warner, vp cons affrs, Fraser I Assocs (D. C.)
told.E.E!:.. "Now they're moving up the executive ladder. Companies are beginning to
realize consumerism is more than just complaint resolution."

SAY CONSUMER AFFAIRS IS MOVING UP
AS COMPANIES REALIZE IT IS
MORE THAN COMPLAINT RESOLUTION

Phyllis Lovrien, vp cons affrs, Oscar Mayer (Madison, Wis.) agrees: "We'll see the
incidence of consumer affrs directors reporting to CEOs become widespread in the '80s."
She believes new reporting relationship will eliminate conflict between public rela
tions and consumer affrs as both become "more eminent management functions." Other
trends to watch:
'fSing1e issue groups will predominate, predicts Warner. The consumer movement is
fragmenting & going grassroots. Lobbying in D.C. is on the downswing.
'["Established groups will persist but they will attempt to resolve differences with
business in a more reasonable way," according to Nell Stewart, p re s . , Society of
Consumer Affairs Professionals. "As individual consumers become more knowledgeable,
consumer groups will decrease in number & influence."
,rConsumer considerations must be factored into marke ting, new product & advertising
efforts," says Lovrien.
"As gov' t regulation increases & consumer action becomes
more effective, there will be new wave toward greater participation of consumer ad
vocates in corporate decisionmaking."
'[Consumer education will become important in recessionary economy, to companies as
well as consumers. Stewart predicts rise of unethical customer -- e.g. takes unfair
advantage of promotional guarantee and similar. She suggests corporations take more
active role in consumer education -- on responsibilities as well as rights.
,['80s will see increasing effort by companies to improve media relationships, Stewart
told EE£. "Companies are beginning to realize approach epitomized by 'no comment'
is counterproductive. We'll see more business/media seminars which aim for better
understanding." She sees rise of Action Line Reporters as step in right direction.

)

